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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a new method for the pseudo black-box
modelling of general continuous-time state-space systems using
a discrete-time state-space system with an embedded deep neural
network. Examples are given of how this method can be applied
to a number of common nonlinear electronic circuits used in music technology, namely two kinds of diode-based guitar distortion
circuits and the lowpass filter of the Korg MS-20 synthesizer.
1. INTRODUCTION
Virtual analog (VA) modelling is a well-established and active field
of research within musical signal processing that focuses on the
digital emulation of electrical or electro-mechanical systems used
in music production. Previous VA research has studied a wide
variety of music systems, such as analog filters and oscillators like
those used in subtractive synthesis [1–5], guitar effects pedals [6–
8], and guitar amplifiers [9], to name but a few examples. VA
modelling can generally be separated into two broad categories,
’white-box’ modelling and ’black-box’ modelling.
White-box modelling, so called because it requires full knowledge of the structure of the device under study (e.g. via circuit
schematics), focuses on deriving the underlying differential equations governing a system and then discretizing them to generate
a numerical solution. For simple circuits this process can be performed manually, which typically allows for a tailored solution to
the problem [10–12]. However, for more complicated systems this
approach can quickly become unwieldy and the use of an automated general-purpose framework is generally preferred. Examples of these frameworks include state-space models [13, 14], the
wave digital filter (WDF) formalism [15,16], and port-Hamiltonian
systems [17].
Black-box techniques, on the other hand, focus on measuring
the system which is being modelled, and then using these measurements to provide parameters or coefficients to a standard modelling structure. Prominent forms of black-box modelling include
Volterra series [18], dynamic convolution [19, 20] and WienerHammerstein models [21, 22]. Some work has focused on automatically tuning a hand-designed model system for a specific class
of systems, e.g. a guitar amplifier, using measurements from a specific example of such a system [23, 24]. This kind of approach is
commonly named ’grey-box’ as it requires some insight into the
construction of the system.
Recent applications of Machine Learning (ML), specifically
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), to the topic of VA modCopyright: c 2019 Julian D. Parker et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the
original author and source are credited.

elling [25] are promising but computationally expensive and limited to systems with no autonomous or higher-order nonlinear behaviour. Other recent work has examined the modelling of nonlinear time-series data by using a compound neural network structure
including an autoencoder to estimate the internal state of the process and then model the evolution within this inferred space [26].
Both of these approaches do not consider measurements inside the
system, and work with only input/output data. They are broadly
therefore in the black-box category.
In this paper we present a new structure consisting of a deep
neural network, embedded within a discrete-time state-space system. We call this structure a State Trajectory Network (STN). We
show how this structure can be trained to approximate a number of
the common circuits of music electronics using not just input and
output measurements, but also measurements of signals within the
circuits.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2 we describe the
principles behind the method. In Sec. 3 we describe the proposed
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) structure, and discuss both how
it can be trained to fit a system, and how it can be applied to process
signals. In Sec. 4 we apply the technique to a number of circuits
and discuss the results. Sec.5 gives concluding remarks.
2. METHOD
The state-space (also known as phase-space) approach is a powerful mathematical formalism that can describe any system which
can be characterised by a system of ODEs [27]. In continuoustime, it can be written as:
ẋ(t) = f (u(t), x(t))
y(t) = g(u(t), x(t))

(1)
(2)

where u is the vector of inputs to the system, y is the vector of
outputs and x are the ’states’ of the system. This can also be written in a single equation form, by concatenating the states with the
input or output:


ẋ(t)
u(t)
= fa
.
(3)
y(t)
x(t)
The function fa therefore completely describes the behaviour of
the system. Note that in cases where the state of a system is directly taken as the output, there is no need for any y variables.
This is quite common in the types of systems we will be considering. The discrete-time analogue (given constant time-steps, where
n = τ t with τ being the sampling interval) is given by:
 
xn+1
un
= fd
(4)
yn
xn
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which allows the behaviour of the system to be calculated iteratively based on its inputs and previous states.
Much of the literature on VA modelling is concerned with deriving a set of equations in the form described by (3) which define
the continuous time system of a particular circuit, and then using
various methods to discretize it into the corresponding discretetime state-space system to allow replication of its behaviour in a
digital device like a computer. The discretization problem therefore becomes essentially the problem of transforming the function
f into the function fa .
2.1. Approximating fd

yn
Training data
xn+1
un

loss
l1

...

lk

ŷn

xn
x̂n+1

Figure 1: Proposed network structure, as it appears during training

If we have access to the system being modelled, we generally can
also access the input and output signals u(t) and y(t). In many
practical situations, e.g. when modelling an electrical circuit, we
will also have access to the signals x(t) corresponding to the states
of the system. If we feed the system with test signals u(t), and
sample the state and output signals x(t) and y(t), respectively,
we now have a large set of data-points describing the input and
output relationship of the function fd . If we want to replicate the
behaviour of the system for arbitrary input, we can use this data to
produce a new function fˆd that approximates fd to an appropriate
degree of accuracy.
This is essentially a regression task, and could be tackled via
any number of standard techniques. However, it is well suited to
the application of an artificial neural network (ANN) which are
known to be universal approximators, i.e. they are capable of approximating any continuous function of N real variables arbitrarily well [28, 29]. The system can then be simulated iteratively as
usual, but using the approximated function fˆd instead of an fd derived analytically through discretization. The system can then be
written as
 
xn+1
un
.
(5)
= fˆd
yn
xn
The choice of what quantities to take as the states of the system is not as strict as it might first appear. Whilst the real states of
the system are the quantities that store energy, and hence information (e.g. capacitors), other quantities in the system will be related
to those states by a mapping (linear in the best case, but likely
nonlinear). This means that as long as we have sufficient measured quantities compared to the number of states of the system,
we should be able to learn its dynamics. The formal upper bound
on the number of independent measurements needed is given by
the Whitney embedding theorem as 2m + 1, where m is the number of states [30]. Additionally Taken’s theorem [31] allows us
to replace some (or all) of these measurements with time-delayed
versions of another measurement. In practice, the dynamics in this
transformed state-space may be more complicated, and hence it
is preferable to use measurements as close as possible to the real
states of the system.

echo state networks [34], which are standard candidates for sequence modelling, are unnecessary. The proposed method is also
distinct from autoregressive modelling which predicts the next (often scalar) output based on a sequence of past observations [35],
e.g. the celebrated WaveNet architecture [36]. Instead of considering only the input-output behavior of the system, we map from the
state space into itself. Speaking in terms of dynamical systems,
this means we are learning the piece-wise flow along the trajectory
of the system [37]. The input u can be considered as a parameter
that influences this flow.
The core of the network is a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP),
i.e. series of k densely connected layers with an activation function. The number of layers and the layer width is tuned to suit
the particular system being modelled, with small systems potentially needing only small networks. The activation function can be
changed to fit the system, but generally saturating nonlinearities
such as tanh produce good results. This intuitively makes sense,
as the type of systems we are examining - electronic circuits, generally contain nonlinearities of the saturating type. Simpler activations such as Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) can be used, with the
caveat that the size of the network will then generally need to be
larger.
The states xn and their values at the new time step xn+1 are
likely to be closely related. We therefore structure this part of
the network in a residual fashion using a skip-layer connection.
Skip-layer connections have been successfully applied in different
domains [36, 38]. The implication of this is that the network is
learning a residual of the state signals compared to their previous
value, rather than the new values directly. This consistently improved training speed and accuracy in the case of the considered
systems.
The proposed network structure is shown in Fig. 1. As the
network is able to iteratively move along the trajectories of the
learned state-space, we call this structure a State Trajectory Network (STN).

3.1. Training
3. NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The formulation of the problem in state-space terms is advantageous, as it means that the function fd we need to approximate
is purely a static, i.e. memoryless, mapping. Consequently, network structures with embedded memory, such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [32], in particular LSTM networks [33] or

In initial experiments with the structure, a Mean Squared Error
(MSE) loss function was used for training:
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where Y and Ŷ are respectively the desired output and the actual
output of the neural network 1 , and n is the size of the training
batch.
Using this loss function, the network structure showed some
difficulty with training accurately. Investigation showed that the
cause of this difficulty was large variance in the state residuals
needed to fit the training data. This meant that MSE was prioritising the accuracy of the large residuals, and often leaving the
smaller residuals completely incorrect. To combat this, a normalized version of MSE was used for the initial 10 epochs of the training:
n
1 X (Yi − Ŷi )2
MSEnorm =
.
(7)
n i=1
Yi2
This seemed to provide a better foundation for further training using MSE, resulting in better overall accuracy. The Nesterov Adam
(Nadam) optimizer was used, with learning rate and other metaparameters set as recommended by Dozat [39]. Training and verification of the models was conducted using Keras [40] with TensorFlow [41] as a backend.
3.2. Application to sound synthesis and processing
Fig. 2 shows the structure of the network when used for processing or generating audio signals. The feedback connection representing the iterative calculation of the modelled system behaviour
is shown. Also shown is an additional gain element hτ used to
scale the state residual calculated by the network. This element
highlights another advantage of skip-level structure. Having direct access to the residuals is useful, as the residuals are entirely
responsible for the time-evolution of the modelled system. Multiplying the residuals by an arbitrary gain allows us to effectively
alter the time-scale of the simulated system. With some caveats,
this allows the model to be run at sampling periods other than the
one used to train the model. This gain can be defined as:
hτ =

τp
Ft
=
,i
τt
Fp

(8)

where τp , τt are the time-steps used for processing and for training
respectively, and equivalently Fp and Fs are the sampling frequencies used for processing and for training.
Care must be taken when using this facility to run the system
at a different sampling frequency than the one which it was trained
for. Whilst the time-scale will be correctly altered, this does not
make the system equivalent to one trained at the new sampling frequency. Running the system at a lower sampling frequency than
used for the training raises the possibility of aliasing being introduced by elements of the learned behaviour that exceed the new
Nyquist limit. Running the system at a higher sampling rate than
it was trained at poses less risks, although the modelled system
will potentially lack high-frequency behaviours that might have
been present if the system had been trained at a higher sampling
frequency. Oversampling compared to audio-rate is recommended
in most situations, as the system does not utilize any specific antialiasing and hence will produce aliasing in the same situations as
a normal nonlinear state-space system.
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Figure 2: Proposed network structure in form used for processing
signals.

4. MODELLING MEASURED SYSTEMS
In order to test the performance of the proposed method, a number
of test circuits were built. A measurement signal was applied to the
circuit, and the state and output signals recorded using an analogto-digital converter (ADC). Unity gain op-amp buffers were used
to isolate the measurement points from the load of the ADC. In
some situations, node voltages were recorded instead of differential voltages across capacitors (i.e. the required states). In these
cases, the differential voltage was recovered in post-processing by
linear combination with other recorded node voltages.
For each circuit several models were trained, and then two selected for presentation here - one smaller and one larger network.
All of the data referenced below is available on the accompanying
website2 , including verification signals and model outputs.
4.1. Measurement Signal Design
Theoretically, any signal can be used to generate the measurements
used to train the network. In practice, some important considerations have to be made. In contrast to other black-box modelling
techniques, measurements with varying frequency input, e.g. a
sine-sweep, are not strictly necessary to capture the behaviour of
the system under consideration. This is because behaviour at all
time-scales is captured in the learnt state trajectories. However,
the chosen measurement signal does have a number of important
impacts on the process.
The measurement signal defines the subset of the state space
which will be sampled. In complicated systems, particular inputs
could potentially be needed in order to access particular parts of
the state space. A simple example of this could be a resonant filter circuit. In this case, an input signal at the resonant frequency
would excite the circuit much more strongly than signals at other
frequencies, potentially revealing nonlinear behaviours that only
apply at high state magnitudes.
Care must also be taken to restrict the upper frequency of the
measurement signal to significantly below the Nyquist frequency
at the sampling rate used for the measurements. This is because the
process of sampling the state signals and outputs is bandlimited.
Components that exceed the Nyquist will be removed during the
sampling process. Hence, harmonics produced in the real system
may be lost. This means that state signals recorded in response
to too high of a frequency will no longer accurately reflect the true
state-space trajectory. This leads to measurements which appear to
violate the constraint that each point in space space can correspond

1 Note that the neural network output Y should not to be confused with
y, the output of the system being modelled.
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to only one trajectory (effectively there are now further states in
the bandlimiting filter of the sampling apparatus, which are not
reflected in our system model).

10 nF

u(t)

y(t)
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In practice, the selection of a measurement signal is a balance
between these two constraints, and can be tailored to the system
under consideration. Typical input signals for the system can work
well (e.g. guitar playing if modelling a distortion pedal), as can
carefully specified sweeps. In this paper we used 10-second logarithmic sine-sweeps combined with low-level (-20dB) white noise.
The noise was bandlimited to 22 kHz. This combined signal was
then increased in amplitude linearly from zero to unity over half
of the length of the measurement signal, in order to ensure the
capture of sufficient data-points near the origin of the state-space.
The minimum frequency of the sweep was taken as 20 Hz, and the
maximum frequency was chosen to be 10 kHz in order to cover
a sufficient amount of the state-space without corrupting the data
with fictional trajectories. A spectrogram of the measurement signal is shown in Fig. 3. A sampling rate of 192 kHz was used for
measurement and training.
In all the examples presented here, training was done over 300
epochs, with a batch size of 256. Due to the small size of the
networks under consideration, a GPU is not needed for the training
process (and is in-fact slower than training on a CPU with SIMD
functionality).
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Figure 5: Schematic for the first-order diode clipper.

4.2. First-order diode clipper
The single-capacitor diode clipper, shown in Fig. 5, is a common
object of examination in the VA literature, starting from the work
of Yeh [10]. For small input signals, (i.e. peak voltages below approximately 0.6 V) the current flowing through the diodes is close
to zero and the circuit reduces to a simple RC lowpass filter. For
larger signal values the diodes will cause the output to saturate and
the circuit becomes a nonlinear lowpass filter, with its instantaneous cutoff frequency rising as the circuit is driven harder.
The circuit looks simple, but has proven somewhat challenging for white-box techniques due to its inherent stiffness. A conventional discretization of this circuit will generally need to employ an implicit numerical scheme, with iterations necessary at
each time-step in order to find the correct state value [42]. In this
circuit, the output y and the single state x1 are the same quantity,
i.e. the voltage across the single capacitor.
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4.2.1. Training
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Figure 3: Spectrogram of sine-sweep and noise signal used to generate training data from the systems.

Selecting training data is simple in this case. There is only one
capacitor and hence state, and the value of this state is the output
of the system. Fig. 6 shows a visualization of the training data.
We can clearly see the saturating behaviour of the system as the
prominent dark s-shape. Whilst the shape of the space may seem
relatively simple, smaller networks had trouble fitting the curve
shape exactly - even when using saturating activation functions.

For time-domain verification of the results, two signals were
chosen - a 500 Hz sawtooth wave, and a short passage of electric guitar. Short extracts from the sawtooth and guitar signals are
shown in Fig. 4. The guitar signal contains a variety of signal levels, and the sawtooth was chosen to have a peak voltage of 2 V,
so as to stress the nonlinear behaviours in the circuits. Verification
was primarily conducted in the time-domain, but a 1 kHz sinusoid
with a a peak voltage of 2 V was also used to check frequencydomain behaviour of the models.

Voltage/V

2
1

sawtooth
guitar

Figure 6: Visualization of a subset of the state-space data used to
train diode clipper model.

0
−1
−2

Figure 4: Extracts of the signals used for verification of the modelled circuits

4.2.2. Results
The MSE for the chosen models, calculated over the entirety of the
verification signals is:
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Model struct.
2x128 ReLU
2x8 tanh

Sawtooth
0.237 mV
0.079 mV

Guitar
0.276 mV
0.135 mV

Fig. 7 shows extracts from the verifications signals, processed with
the chosen models and with the real circuit. The match appears to
be good on both the sawtooth and guitar signal. Surprisingly, the
larger ReLU based model shows lower accuracy. The frequency
domain verification also shows a very close match to the real output, with odd and even harmonic levels matched very closely apart
from a small amount of error in high-frequency even harmonics.
The model output is indistinguishable from the output of the real
circuit in casual listening.

the subsequent tone control. The behaviour of this circuit is similar to that of the first-order clipper, but more complex. The series
capacitor introduces additional highpass filtering which in turn can
cause asymmetry in the overall clipping behaviour [44].
This circuit exhibits stiffness properties similar to those of the
first-order clipper when discretized using standard numerical techniques. The voltages across both capacitors were chosen as the
states of the circuits. The first state, x1 , was retrieved by measuring the node between the input resistor and series capacitor, and
computing its difference with x2 , which was measured directly at
the output node y.
4.3.1. Training
Again, it is valuable to visualize the measured training data to gain
insight into the system. This can be seen in Fig. 9, where we see
a projection of the data onto the input u vs x2 plane. We can still
see the characteristic s-shape of the single diode-clipper. If we
view the data in 3d, with x1 providing the third dimension, we see
that the s-shape is actually a manifold rotated around the x2 axis.
Training proceeded as in the single-capacitor case.
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Figure 9: Visualization of state-space data used to train DS-1
model.

Figure 7: Results of processing the verification signals with two
different trained diode-clipper models, compared to the output
measured from the real circuit.

The MSE for the models, calculated over the entirety of the verification signals is:

4.3. Second-order diode clipper (Boss DS-1)

u(t)
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4.3.2. Results
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Sawtooth
0.082 mV
0.232 mV

Guitar
0.191 mV
2.67 mV
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Figure 8: Schematic for the second-order diode clipper. Figure
adapted from [43].
The next circuit considered in this study is the second-order
diode clipper shown in Fig. 8. This circuit adds a capacitor between the input and the diodes, and is a simplified version of the
core distortion section in the well-known Boss DS-1 pedal [43]. In
this study we have omitted the preceding op-amp gain stage and

Again, we can see extracts from the verification signals in
Fig. 10. The match is again very good, with a small advantage
in accuracy from the larger ReLU based model. The frequency
domain results show a very close match for odd harmonics, with
even harmonics being a worse fit. The ReLU model in particular seems to produce stronger even harmonics than needed. The
model output is again indistinguishable from the output of the real
circuit in casual listening.
4.4. Sallen-Key Filter (Korg MS-20 REV2)
The last system examined is an adapted version of the lowpass
filter circuit from the Korg MS-20, a classic monophonic analog
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vs x2 plane. The 3-dimensional structure of the state space is
already quite visible in this plot. Two main components can be
seen, a saturating s-shaped manifold similar to that seen in the
clipper circuits, along with a closed orbit corresponding to the selfoscillating behaviour.
Despite the more complex seeming behaviour of the circuit,
training of the model networks proceeded more quickly than with
the clipper circuits.
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Figure 10: Results of processing the verification signals with two
different trained DS-1 models, compared to the output measured
from the real circuit.

Figure 11: Visualization of state-space data used to train MS-20
filter model.

4.4.2. Results
synthesiser released by Korg in 1978. The particular version examined in this study corresponds to the second revision of the circuit,
commonly known as ‘REV2‘. This filter is a Sallen-Key topology, and utilizes operational transconductance amplifiers (OTAs)
as current-controlled gain elements used to set the cutoff of the filter. An op-amp-based non-inverting amplifier with clipping diodes
is used in the feedback path as a resonance control [45]. These
diodes are responsible for the characteristic distorted sound of the
filter. The schematic for this circuit is shown in Fig. 13. For clarity, the cutoff control section has been omitted and ideal buffers
have been used to represent the transistor buffers contained within
the LM13700 OTAs [46].
This circuit was chosen for modelling as it exhibits strongly
nonlinear self-oscillatory behaviour. This behaviour would not be
possible to model using existing black-box techniques. For the
purpose of this work, the parametric elements were set to fixed values. This meant feeding a constant control current Ictl to the OTAs
to fix the cutoff, and fixing the resonance potentiometer at a particular gain. As in the DS-1 circuit, x1 was computed by measuring
the voltages at the outputs of the first OTA (IC 1) and the feedback
amplifier, and computing their difference in post-processing. The
second state of the circuit x2 is simply the voltage difference between the output of the second OTA (IC 2) and ground. Since this
node is connected to y by a unit-gain buffer, it can be measured
directly at the output filter. For this circuit, the peak amplitude of
the input sweep as seen by the circuit was adjusted to be 1.1 V.

The MSE for the chosen models, calculated over the entirety of the
verification signals is given by:
Model struct.
2x32 ReLU
3x4 tanh

Sawtooth
2.01 mV
1.29 mV

Guitar
684 mV
794 mV

The error values are somewhat higher than seen in the case of the
clipper circuits, especially in the case of the guitar verification signal. As can be seen in Fig. 12, the behaviour of the circuit seems
to be replicated rather well by the models with self-oscillation occurring at the correct frequency and being damped with increased
input level as expected. The major difference between the measured and modelled results in the case of the guitar signal appears
to be the phase of the self-oscillation. This can be explained by the
fact that even very small errors in the learned state-space trajectory
will accumulate to produce a phase difference when the dynamics
are dominated by free self-oscillation. The phase of the oscillation
isn’t important perceptually in this case, so we conclude that the
poor MSE numbers do not imply a poor model. Listening to the
verification signals processed through the models confirms this,
as they appear indistinguishable from the verification signals processed by the real circuit. The frequency-domain results also show
a very close correspondence between the models and the real circuit, with small differences seen only in some higher harmonics.
4.5. Computational Complexity

4.4.1. Training
The MS-20 filter exhibits much more complex behaviour than the
simpler clipper circuits. A plot of the training data is shown in
Fig. 11, which again shows a projection of the data onto the u

We computed the number of floating point operations by counting
all multiplications, additions, and nonlinear function evaluations
in the network. For the activations functions we assume three operations for ReLUs (abs, add, mul) and an average of 30 operations
for tanh. Assuming that the models are run at the same sampling
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modelling of stateful systems outside of the virtual-analog domain,
and also intend to investigate this avenue.
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Figure 12: Results of processing the verification signals with two
different MS20 filter models, compared to the output measured
from the real circuit for the same input.

frequency used for training, 192 kHz, we can then extrapolate this
into a value in floating point operations per second (FLOPS):
Model
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MS-20 3x4 tanh
DS-1 3x4 tanh
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0.10
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<latexit sha1_base64="yVitftyaiYKQE1ZxZ8UgxVSxXsw=">AAAB/HicbVC7SgNREJ31GeNrfXQ2i1GwkLBro1YGbOxUcFXILuHuzSRecvfBvbNiXILfkS6NhYqtH2Ln33iTWPg6MHA4Z4aZOVEmhSbX/bAmJqemZ2ZLc+X5hcWlZXtl9VKnueLo81Sm6jpiGqVI0CdBEq8zhSyOJF5FneOhf3WLSos0uaBuhmHM2oloCc7ISA173XOD3YDwjvKs6PSC0xjbrGFX3Ko7gvOXeF+kcvTU7w8A4KxhvwfNlOcxJsQl07ruuRmFBVMkuMReOcg1Zox3WBvrhiYsRh0Wo+t7zrZRmk4rVaYSckbq94mCxVp348h0xoxu9G9vKP7n1XNqHYSFSLKcMOHjRa1cOpQ6wyicplDISXYNYVwJc6vDb5hinExgZROC9/vlv8Tfqx5W3XOvUtuCMUqwAZuwAx7sQw1O4Ax84HAPA3iCZ+vBerRerNdx64T1NbMGP2C9fQI0p5d2</latexit>

10 k⌦

-

u(t)

-

<latexit sha1_base64="yVitftyaiYKQE1ZxZ8UgxVSxXsw=">AAAB/HicbVC7SgNREJ31GeNrfXQ2i1GwkLBro1YGbOxUcFXILuHuzSRecvfBvbNiXILfkS6NhYqtH2Ln33iTWPg6MHA4Z4aZOVEmhSbX/bAmJqemZ2ZLc+X5hcWlZXtl9VKnueLo81Sm6jpiGqVI0CdBEq8zhSyOJF5FneOhf3WLSos0uaBuhmHM2oloCc7ISA173XOD3YDwjvKs6PSC0xjbrGFX3Ko7gvOXeF+kcvTU7w8A4KxhvwfNlOcxJsQl07ruuRmFBVMkuMReOcg1Zox3WBvrhiYsRh0Wo+t7zrZRmk4rVaYSckbq94mCxVp348h0xoxu9G9vKP7n1XNqHYSFSLKcMOHjRa1cOpQ6wyicplDISXYNYVwJc6vDb5hinExgZROC9/vlv8Tfqx5W3XOvUtuCMUqwAZuwAx7sQw1O4Ax84HAPA3iCZ+vBerRerNdx64T1NbMGP2C9fQI0p5d2</latexit>

y(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="1BRz2Uvi1+asxYbW176RAwIFxlU=">AAAB6nicbZDPTgIxEMZnERXxH+rRSyOa4IXselFvJF48YuIKCWywW7rQ0HY37awJIbyCFw9qvPpE3nwbd4GDgl/S5Jfvm0lnJkyksOi6305hrbi+sVnaKm/v7O7tVw4OH2ycGsZ9FsvYtENquRSa+yhQ8nZiOFWh5K1wdJPnrSdurIj1PY4THig60CISjGJupTU871Wqbt2diayCt4BqoxhFjwDQ7FW+uv2YpYprZJJa2/HcBIMJNSiY5NNyN7U8oWxEB7yToaaK22Aym3VKzjKnT6LYZE8jmbm/OyZUWTtWYVapKA7tcpab/2WdFKOrYCJ0kiLXbP5RlEqCMckXJ31hOEM5zoAyI7JZCRtSQxlm5ylnR/CWV14F/6J+XXfvvGrjFOYqwTGcQA08uIQG3EITfGAwhGd4hTdHOS/Ou/MxLy04i54j+CPn8wfP6o7+</latexit>

IC 1

+
<latexit sha1_base64="SCvU5ZTldXrYfOUho5iQGsltOS0=">AAAB63icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5pYGHJHo3YkNNph4gkJXMjeMgcb9vYuu3smhPAbbCzU2PqH7Pw3LnCFgi+Z5OW9mczMC1PBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PHnWSKYY+S0Si2iHVKLhE33AjsJ0qpHEosBWOGjO/9YRK80Q+mHGKQUwHkkecUWMl/67RvfR65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNHvlr24/YVmM0jBBte54bmqCCVWGM4HTUjfTmFI2ogPsWCppjDqYzI+dknOr9EmUKFvSkLn6e2JCY63HcWg7Y2qGetmbif95ncxE18GEyzQzKNliUZQJYhIy+5z0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY/Mp2RC85ZdXiV+r3lTd+1qlfpanUYQTOIUL8OAK6nALTfCBAYdneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDFxWNpA==</latexit>

220 ⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="STA+V3My/H85YmaSA4NLEEU93Tg=">AAAB8XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm8EquJCSdKOuLLhxZwVjC0kok+mkHTrJhJmJUEIfw0VdaHEnvo0738bpZaGtPwx8/P85zDknTDlT2ra/rcLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j94VCKThLpEcCFbIVaUs4S6mmlOW6mkOA45bYb9m0nefKJSMZE86EFKgxh3ExYxgrWxvFrN9s/9u5h2cbtcsav2VGgZnDlUrj9GozEANNrlL78jSBbTRBOOlfIcO9VBjqVmhNNhyc8UTTHp4y71DCY4pirIpyMP0alxOigS0rxEo6n7uyPHsVKDODSVMdY9tZhNzP8yL9PRZZCzJM00TcjsoyjjSAs02R91mKRE84EBTCQzsyLSwxITba5UMkdwFldeBrdWvara906lfgIzFeEIjuEMHLiAOtxCA1wgIOAZXuHN0taLNbbeZ6UFa95zCH9kff4A3IuStQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="k01kp5S/Hz5fpH6xzcZ03O/CpTI=">AAAB7HicbZA9T8MwEIYvUKCUrwIjS0RBKkuVsABbJRbGItEPqY2K4zqtqWNH9gVRRf0PLAyAWPlBbPwb3I8BWl7J0qP3vZPvLkwEN+h5387Kam5tfSO/Wdja3tndK+4fNIxKNWV1qoTSrZAYJrhkdeQoWCvRjMShYM1weD3Jm49MG67kHY4SFsSkL3nEKUFrNZ66fhnPusWSV/GmcpfBn0OpmouiewCodYtfnZ6iacwkUkGMaftegkFGNHIq2LjQSQ1LCB2SPmtblCRmJsim047dU+v03Ehp+yS6U/d3R0ZiY0ZxaCtjggOzmE3M/7J2itFlkHGZpMgknX0UpcJF5U5Wd3tcM4piZIFQze2sLh0QTSjaAxXsEfzFlZehfl65qni3fql6AjPl4QiOoQw+XEAVbqAGdaDwAM/wCm+Ocl6cd+djVrrizHsO4Y+czx/7Do+l</latexit>

IC 2

+
<latexit sha1_base64="TCb9SC2mzWk5lgNdRGbmLxcTOG4=">AAAB63icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5pYGHLQqB0JjXaYeEICF7K37MGGvb3L7pwJufAbbCzU2PqH7Pw3LnCFgi+Z5OW9mczMCxIpDLrut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHjyZONeMei2WsOwE1XArFPRQoeSfRnEaB5O1g3Jz57SeujYjVA04S7kd0qEQoGEUreXfN3mW9X664VXcOskpqOalAjla//NUbxCyNuEImqTHdmpugn1GNgkk+LfVSwxPKxnTIu5YqGnHjZ/Njp+TcKgMSxtqWQjJXf09kNDJmEgW2M6I4MsveTPzP66YYXvuZUEmKXLHFojCVBGMy+5wMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytPmUbAi15ZdXiVev3lTd+3qlcZanUYQTOIULqMEVNOAWWuABAwHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHGJiNpQ==</latexit>

220 ⌦

x1 (t)

<latexit sha1_base64="STA+V3My/H85YmaSA4NLEEU93Tg=">AAAB8XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm8EquJCSdKOuLLhxZwVjC0kok+mkHTrJhJmJUEIfw0VdaHEnvo0738bpZaGtPwx8/P85zDknTDlT2ra/rcLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j94VCKThLpEcCFbIVaUs4S6mmlOW6mkOA45bYb9m0nefKJSMZE86EFKgxh3ExYxgrWxvFrN9s/9u5h2cbtcsav2VGgZnDlUrj9GozEANNrlL78jSBbTRBOOlfIcO9VBjqVmhNNhyc8UTTHp4y71DCY4pirIpyMP0alxOigS0rxEo6n7uyPHsVKDODSVMdY9tZhNzP8yL9PRZZCzJM00TcjsoyjjSAs02R91mKRE84EBTCQzsyLSwxITba5UMkdwFldeBrdWvara906lfgIzFeEIjuEMHLiAOtxCA1wgIOAZXuHN0taLNbbeZ6UFa95zCH9kff4A3IuStQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Pz2+sdhtXp/fBVJeV6/pEW7ojvM=">AAAB7HicbZDNTgIxFIXvICriH+rSTSOa4IbMsFF3JG5cYuIACUywUzpQ6bSTtmMkE97BjQs1bn0gd76N5Weh4EmafDnn3vTeGyacaeO6305uLb++sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4Om1qmilCfSC5VO8Saciaob5jhtJ0oiuOQ01Y4up7mrUeqNJPizowTGsR4IFjECDbWaj71ahVz3iuV3ao7E1oFbwHlej6K7gGg0St9dfuSpDEVhnCsdcdzExNkWBlGOJ0Uu6mmCSYjPKAdiwLHVAfZbNoJOrNOH0VS2ScMmrm/OzIcaz2OQ1sZYzPUy9nU/C/rpCa6DDImktRQQeYfRSlHRqLp6qjPFCWGjy1gopidFZEhVpgYe6CiPYK3vPIq+LXqVdW99cr1U5irAMdwAhXw4ALqcAMN8IHAAzzDK7w50nlx3p2PeWnOWfQcwR85nz/8lI+m</latexit>

1 nF

<latexit sha1_base64="fFltpIHmMVnKnIAi8AgB4CMUf7o=">AAAB6nicbZC/TsMwEMYvpUAp/wqMLBYFqSxVwgJslVgYi0RopTYqjuu0Vm0nsh2kKOorsDAAYuWJ2HgbnLYDtHySpZ++706+uzDhTBvX/XZKa+X1jc3KVnV7Z3dvv3Zw+KDjVBHqk5jHqhtiTTmT1DfMcNpNFMUi5LQTTm6KvPNElWaxvDdZQgOBR5JFjGBTWFnDnA9qdbfpzoRWwVtAvVWOokcAaA9qX/1hTFJBpSEca93z3MQEOVaGEU6n1X6qaYLJBI9oz6LEguogn806RWfWGaIoVvZJg2bu744cC60zEdpKgc1YL2eF+V/WS010FeRMJqmhksw/ilKOTIyKxdGQKUoMzyxgopidFZExVpgYe56qPYK3vPIq+BfN66Z759VbpzBXBY7hBBrgwSW04Bba4AOBMTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PeWnJWfQcwR85nz/WAo8C</latexit>

x2 (t)

<latexit sha1_base64="zuaCP3BRexEcAOuRrpkCGZSspm4=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLiicvg1HwIGEmF+PJgBdvRjBGyITQ06nEJj0L3TViGAL+Rm56EVzw6n9482/sLAc1Pih4vFdFVT0/lkKT43xZM7Nz8wuLmaXs8srq2npuY/NKR4niWOWRjNS1zzRKEWKVBEm8jhWywJdY87unQ792i0qLKLykXoyNgHVC0RackZGaue1SoegdeoR3lMRpt++dB9hhzVzeKTgj2NPEnZD8yfNg8AAAlWbu02tFPAkwJC6Z1nXXiamRMkWCS+xnvURjzHiXdbBuaMgC1I10dH7f3jdKy25HylRI9kj9OZGyQOte4JvOgNGN/usNxf+8ekLtUiMVYZwQhny8qJ1ImyJ7mIXdEgo5yZ4hjCthbrX5DVOMk0ksa0Jw/748TarFwnHBuXDz5T0YIwM7sAsH4MIRlOEMKlAFDik8wgu8WvfWk/VmvY9bZ6zJzBb8gvXxDbE/l7c=</latexit>

8.2 k⌦

1 nF

<latexit sha1_base64="rml3S1o3M+tCBLznqPSHHBSfULA=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFqPgQcKuF/VkQBCPEYwJZNcwO5kkQ2Znl5leNSz5D3MQfODBix/jzb9x8jhoYkFDUdVNd1cQC67Rcb6tzNz8wuJSdjm3srq2vpHf3LrRUaIoq9BIRKoWEM0El6yCHAWrxYqRMBCsGnTPh371jinNI3mNvZj5IWlL3uKUoJFuXe/QQ/aASZzKi34jX3CKzgj2LHEnpHD2MRg8A0C5kf/ymhFNQiaRCqJ13XVi9FOikFPB+jkv0SwmtEvarG6oJCHTfjq6um/vG6VptyJlSqI9Un9PpCTUuhcGpjMk2NHT3lD8z6sn2DrxUy7jBJmk40WtRNgY2cMI7CZXjKLoGUKo4uZWm3aIIhRNUDkTgjv98iypHBVPi86VWyjtwRhZ2IFdOAAXjqEEl1CGClBQ8Agv8GrdW0/Wm/U+bs1Yk5lt+APr8wdyr5Td</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rml3S1o3M+tCBLznqPSHHBSfULA=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFqPgQcKuF/VkQBCPEYwJZNcwO5kkQ2Znl5leNSz5D3MQfODBix/jzb9x8jhoYkFDUdVNd1cQC67Rcb6tzNz8wuJSdjm3srq2vpHf3LrRUaIoq9BIRKoWEM0El6yCHAWrxYqRMBCsGnTPh371jinNI3mNvZj5IWlL3uKUoJFuXe/QQ/aASZzKi34jX3CKzgj2LHEnpHD2MRg8A0C5kf/ymhFNQiaRCqJ13XVi9FOikFPB+jkv0SwmtEvarG6oJCHTfjq6um/vG6VptyJlSqI9Un9PpCTUuhcGpjMk2NHT3lD8z6sn2DrxUy7jBJmk40WtRNgY2cMI7CZXjKLoGUKo4uZWm3aIIhRNUDkTgjv98iypHBVPi86VWyjtwRhZ2IFdOAAXjqEEl1CGClBQ8Agv8GrdW0/Wm/U+bs1Yk5lt+APr8wdyr5Td</latexit>

2.2 k⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="3eySS5M0uxl5Pv4VLdUd3YGaeoA=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEOz1bXytiicvi1HwIGE3F/Wk4MWbCq4K2SXMTjrJkNkHM71iWAL+hje9CD7w6n9482+cJB40WtBQVHXT3RVlUmhy3U9rbHxicmp6ZrY0N7+wuGQvr1zoNFccfZ7KVF1FTKMUCfokSOJVppDFkcTLqHPU9y+vUWmRJufUzTCMWSsRTcEZGalur1Ur1WAnILyhPCs6veAkxhar22W34g7g/CXeNykfPN3d3QPAad3+CBopz2NMiEumdc1zMwoLpkhwib1SkGvMGO+wFtYMTViMOiwG5/ecLaM0nGaqTCXkDNSfEwWLte7GkemMGbX1qNcX//NqOTX3wkIkWU6Y8OGiZi4dSp1+Fk5DKOQku4YwroS51eFtphgnk1jJhOCNvvyX+NXKfsU988qHmzDEDKzDBmyDB7twCMdwCj5wKOABnuHFurUerVfrbdg6Zn3PrMIvWO9fp7WXsQ==</latexit>

10 k⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="yVitftyaiYKQE1ZxZ8UgxVSxXsw=">AAAB/HicbVC7SgNREJ31GeNrfXQ2i1GwkLBro1YGbOxUcFXILuHuzSRecvfBvbNiXILfkS6NhYqtH2Ln33iTWPg6MHA4Z4aZOVEmhSbX/bAmJqemZ2ZLc+X5hcWlZXtl9VKnueLo81Sm6jpiGqVI0CdBEq8zhSyOJF5FneOhf3WLSos0uaBuhmHM2oloCc7ISA173XOD3YDwjvKs6PSC0xjbrGFX3Ko7gvOXeF+kcvTU7w8A4KxhvwfNlOcxJsQl07ruuRmFBVMkuMReOcg1Zox3WBvrhiYsRh0Wo+t7zrZRmk4rVaYSckbq94mCxVp348h0xoxu9G9vKP7n1XNqHYSFSLKcMOHjRa1cOpQ6wyicplDISXYNYVwJc6vDb5hinExgZROC9/vlv8Tfqx5W3XOvUtuCMUqwAZuwAx7sQw1O4Ax84HAPA3iCZ+vBerRerNdx64T1NbMGP2C9fQI0p5d2</latexit>

10 k⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="yVitftyaiYKQE1ZxZ8UgxVSxXsw=">AAAB/HicbVC7SgNREJ31GeNrfXQ2i1GwkLBro1YGbOxUcFXILuHuzSRecvfBvbNiXILfkS6NhYqtH2Ln33iTWPg6MHA4Z4aZOVEmhSbX/bAmJqemZ2ZLc+X5hcWlZXtl9VKnueLo81Sm6jpiGqVI0CdBEq8zhSyOJF5FneOhf3WLSos0uaBuhmHM2oloCc7ISA173XOD3YDwjvKs6PSC0xjbrGFX3Ko7gvOXeF+kcvTU7w8A4KxhvwfNlOcxJsQl07ruuRmFBVMkuMReOcg1Zox3WBvrhiYsRh0Wo+t7zrZRmk4rVaYSckbq94mCxVp348h0xoxu9G9vKP7n1XNqHYSFSLKcMOHjRa1cOpQ6wyicplDISXYNYVwJc6vDb5hinExgZROC9/vlv8Tfqx5W3XOvUtuCMUqwAZuwAx7sQw1O4Ax84HAPA3iCZ+vBerRerNdx64T1NbMGP2C9fQI0p5d2</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="AfCBNe0QVKZmbOQxZqvoXQrdue8=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhQsJFxioXaBNNpF8EwgOcLeZi9Zsrd37M4J4chvsLFQsfUP2flv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut7Oyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4OH02casY9FstYtwNquBSKeyhQ8naiOY0CyVvBqDH1W09cGxGrBxwn3I/oQIlQMIpW8u4a3YvLXqnsVtwZyDKp5qQMOZq90le3H7M04gqZpMZ0qm6CfkY1Cib5pNhNDU8oG9EB71iqaMSNn82OnZAzq/RJGGtbCslM/T2R0ciYcRTYzoji0Cx6U/E/r5NieO1nQiUpcsXmi8JUEozJ9HPSF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0OZTtCFUF19eJl6tclNx72vl+mmeRgGO4QTOoQpXUIdbaIIHDAQ8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj3nripPPHMEfOJ8/GhuNpg==</latexit>

IC 1 & IC 2: LM13700
IC 3: TL074
All diodes 1N4148

IC 3

+

<latexit sha1_base64="udX5ymnBh5KlMKvX88SvH88QDls=">AAAB/3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSFCzfBqriQkqmLqqtCNwoKFRxb6Awlk2ba0MyFJCOUoRtfxY0LFbe+hjvfxkw7C239IfDxn3M4Ob8XcyYVQt9GYWFxaXmluFpaW9/Y3DK3dx5klAhCbRLxSLQ9LClnIbUVU5y2Y0Fx4HHa8oaNrN56pEKyKLxXo5i6Ae6HzGcEK211zb3rhnNqQecYZlC9hDe31lkNoa5ZRhU0EZwHK4cyyNXsml9OLyJJQENFOJayY6FYuSkWihFOxyUnkTTGZIj7tKMxxAGVbjo5YAyPtNODfiT0CxWcuL8nUhxIOQo83RlgNZCztcz8r9ZJlH/upiyME0VDMl3kJxyqCGZpwB4TlCg+0oCJYPqvkAywwETpzEo6BGv25Hmwq5WLCrqrluuHeRpFsA8OwAmwQA3UwRVoAhsQMAbP4BW8GU/Gi/FufExbC0Y+swv+yPj8AV+zkn8=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aQIighcZBvDL2odTmaqKevY6cQY=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LFbBg5S0ClVPhV4UPFRobKEJZbPdtEs3m7C7EUro3/DiQcWrv8ab/8Ztm4O2Phh4vDfDzDw/5kxp2/62ciura+sb+c3C1vbO7l5x/+BRRYkk1CERj2THx4pyJqijmea0E0uKQ5/Ttj9qTP32E5WKRaKlxzH1QjwQLGAEayO5dw33/OIGte7t2mWvWLLL9gxomVQyUoIMzV7xy+1HJAmp0IRjpboVO9ZeiqVmhNNJwU0UjTEZ4QHtGipwSJWXzm6eoFOj9FEQSVNCo5n6eyLFoVLj0DedIdZDtehNxf+8bqKDKy9lIk40FWS+KEg40hGaBoD6TFKi+dgQTCQztyIyxBITbWIqmBAqiy8vE6davi7bD9VS/SRLIw9HcAxnUIEa1OEWmuAAgRie4RXerMR6sd6tj3lrzspmDuEPrM8fjtaPgQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="sSTg8gqANJKkAwOGlRIVA1tCL44=">AAAB+XicbVBNT8JAEN36ifhV9OhlI5p4Ii0hEW8YL54MJlZIoCHb7RQ2bLvN7lZDkJ/ixYMar/4Tb/4bF+hBwZdM8vLeTGbmBSlnSjvOt7Wyura+sVnYKm7v7O7t26WDeyUyScGjggvZDogCzhLwNNMc2qkEEgccWsHwauq3HkAqJpI7PUrBj0k/YRGjRBupZ5cuOcchEyEo7N7U3Fq9Z5edijMDXiZuTsooR7Nnf3VDQbMYEk05UarjOqn2x0RqRjlMit1MQUrokPShY2hCYlD+eHb6BJ8aJcSRkKYSjWfq74kxiZUaxYHpjIkeqEVvKv7ndTId1f0xS9JMQ0Lni6KMYy3wNAfzswSq+cgQQiUzt2I6IJJQbdIqmhDcxZeXiVetXFSc22q5cZKnUUBH6BidIRedowa6Rk3kIYoe0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsf89YVK585RH9gff4ASxGSKQ==</latexit>

2.2 k⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="3eySS5M0uxl5Pv4VLdUd3YGaeoA=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEOz1bXytiicvi1HwIGE3F/Wk4MWbCq4K2SXMTjrJkNkHM71iWAL+hje9CD7w6n9482+cJB40WtBQVHXT3RVlUmhy3U9rbHxicmp6ZrY0N7+wuGQvr1zoNFccfZ7KVF1FTKMUCfokSOJVppDFkcTLqHPU9y+vUWmRJufUzTCMWSsRTcEZGalur1Ur1WAnILyhPCs6veAkxhar22W34g7g/CXeNykfPN3d3QPAad3+CBopz2NMiEumdc1zMwoLpkhwib1SkGvMGO+wFtYMTViMOiwG5/ecLaM0nGaqTCXkDNSfEwWLte7GkemMGbX1qNcX//NqOTX3wkIkWU6Y8OGiZi4dSp1+Fk5DKOQku4YwroS51eFtphgnk1jJhOCNvvyX+NXKfsU988qHmzDEDKzDBmyDB7twCMdwCj5wKOABnuHFurUerVfrbdg6Zn3PrMIvWO9fp7WXsQ==</latexit>

Figure 13: Simplified schematic of the Korg MS–20 filter, adapted from [46].
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